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Cloudy Diow (Groningen)

Cloudy Diow is a young R&B artist from Groningen, The
Netherlands. His love for wavy trap and R&B comes across very
clearly when you listen to this talented singer. Cloudy Diow’s
high-ranged, stretched vocal, flows fluently on the 808 snares and
hats in his airy productions. His 2017 release Dark Nimbuz mirrors
the thoughts of this young songwriter and let’s you drift off easily.
Last year was a good start for Diow; playing festivals all summer
and doing supports for well known Dutch artists on tour. But with
his upcoming project, which is set to release in early 2019, Diow is
really shooting for the stars.
Instagram  Spotify Youtube

Curve Squad (Aarhus)

Curve Squad is part of the newest wave of Danish trap music.
Ranging from hard-hitting bangers like their first single ‘Next Up’ to
more catchy tracks like ‘Stensikkert’ Curve Squad will show you
what real 8000 trap sounds like. The group consists of three young
producers / rappers securely bringing a lot of individuality to their
music. All of this will show when Curve Squad takes to the stage at
Aarhus Volume!
Facebook Soundcloud

Leroy Menace (Hamburg)
German 24 year old Leroy Menace is a vocalist, producer and
songwriter. Born and raised in Hamburg, he represents the current
youth and stands for the global way of life we now cultivate every
day. Less and less borders, or so it seems at least, more and more
diverse cultural encounters, and a humanistic vision usually
struggling on the way to success. He introduced himself
simultaneously as a multi talent and a visionary, by producing his
own compositions, by curating collaborations the best way he
possibly can as through his unique vocal and writing skills. Point
was and still is: the soul never dies, it has to be freed, or it’ll be
imprisoned forever. Furthermore he is one of the current winners of
the Hamburg based music price Krach&Getöse by RockCity
Hamburg e.V..
Facebook Youtube

ESO.ES (Hamburg)
Apparently effortlessly, ESO.ES connects worlds and lives
interculturality as a matter of course. Grown up in a Hamburg focal
point, he is exposed to various cultural traditions - the African
character of his Ghanaian father on the one hand, and the artistic
direction of his mother's family on the other. Asare does not commit
himself. He feels at ease in the gap and is the one and the other at
the same time: "I want everything," he says, and therefore he
makes use of everything he finds and what interests him. From this,
something new, very own, forms: an unmistakable identity.
Facebook Youtube

Yung Hendrixxx (Groningen)
Yung Hendrixxx is a hip-hop act consisting of Yung Hendrixxx and
Emage. Their music can be recognized by catchy trap songs. The
formation from Groningen already has national attention and
creates an energetic and impressive show! Yung Hendrixxx has
already done many shows in Groningen, where he currently lives
for his study Economics & Business Economics. In addition, he has
performed on many stages in the north and east of the country. He
was allowed to participate a number of times with the show of well
known Dutch act K-Liber! He has experiences in clubs, festivals and
multiple pop stages! He also received national attention from FunX,
FreshFlows (Spotify), Kifesh and several social media platforms. In
addition, he is founder of the platform PlangaTV!
Instagram Spotify Y
 outube Youtube 2

SwerVainMiYaGi (HEATh SwerVain & Ace
MiYaGi) (Aarhus)
SwerVainMiYaGi is a newer project from the FreaQWhenSees
camp, which is based off a "new-school" sound image from two
experienced underground rappers. The universe is complemented
by bubbly and lumber beats produced by eks. Wayne Gaines, Maad
Zen, Geronimo etc. The boys manage to bring their alter egos to
life, with a naughty and charming approach to convey the secrets
and absurdities of the nightlife. Prancing, provocative and
appealing.
SwerVainMiYaGi Invites you into a Vivid lyrical universe with tales
of sun and sins. Melting the pot with Cheeky flows, catchy hooks
and mesmerising show performance - all meanwhile banging
instrumentals ooze out the speakers at a comfortable Frequency.
Some comparison/inspiration might be drawn to acts such as Big
Sean, GoldLink, Smino, and Travis Scott . A cocky attitude with a
gilmse in their eye.
Youtube
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